Virtual ACR® AIRP® Rad-Path Correlation Course FAQs  
*July 27 – August 21, 2020*

**Is the registration still open? Are there places still available?**
Yes, unlimited seats available.

**Will the content be online to access whenever it suits me or is it live lectures where I would have to log on at a certain time to watch?**
1. Synchronous lectures (lectures given live online) will be scheduled 10 - 12 am and 1 - 4 pm (EST) to allow the most significant live access.
   a. These Synchronous lectures will be made into recordings and will remain available to attendees for five days after the scheduled time.
2. Lectures will be given in section by section schedule Peds, MSK, GI, etc. (to be determined)
3. Access to the course lectures will be limited to the course session, as stated above. All other materials can be downloaded and saved at your leisure.

**How long will the online content be accessible upon completion of the course?**
These Synchronous lectures will be made into recordings and will remain available to attendees for five days after the scheduled time.

**What do asynchronous lectures mean?**
Access to the AIRP LMS and asynchronous (pre-recorded lectures) content will be available following the complete case submission, not more than two weeks before the start of the course, and one week after the course ends (so, for July, residents can access AIRP LMS and asych content on July 13 if they have completed their case submission, until August 28).

**How would attendance be registered?**
Participation in interactive content and assessments, along with module participation, will be monitored and are crucial to the success of this course and issuance of a completion certificate.

**Will it take four weeks dealing with all the subjects?**
Yes. Synchronous lectures (lectures given live online) will be scheduled 10 - 12 am and 1 - 4 pm (EST) Monday-Friday for four weeks.

**Will the September/October 2020 course be a virtual course?**
We have not determined the format of these courses just yet; they may be Face to Face (F2F), virtual or a hybrid format. We will make that determination closer to the event. We are continually monitoring the situation and direction from the ACR, state of Maryland and the U.S. Government. We will do everything possible to communicate any change in policy to our students first and then to program directors. Unfortunately, we are unable to predict what the situation will be six months from now but are monitoring it daily.